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INTRODUCTION 

The subjects for this paper cover most of the areas of a shoe 

manufacturing operation. Some of these functions in large organizations 

are the responsibilities of separate individuals; of course, each very 

closely coordinated with the other. Because of this I cannot claim 

complete authorship for this presentation. It is the joint effort of a 

number of people within our organization, and you will note reference to 

them at the end of this paper. 

The subjects that should be covered should start with the function 

of design, but design starts in the market place. Therefore, before we 

can even consider developing a line of shoes to be manufactured, design 

should be determined by a complete market research program. Thus, I will 

start by covering the market itself. 

I. THE MARKET 

The market that is available to us today is one that is no longer 

confined to the boundaries of the countries in which we live. It is world 

wide, one that offers enormous opportunities to organizations who can 

produce the right product at the right price of the right quality and can 

deliver it at the right time. 

The above qualities are extremely important, whether for an overseas 

market or your own domestic one and can only be developed by a thorough 

and extensive research program. These world wide opportunities have been 

created by the speed of communication and transportation, and by the 

desires of consumers to have products styled and made by countries 
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overseas.    Another contributlno factor is, of course, the economic one -- 

because of the hiah labor costs in many of the developed countries, imports 

can be extremely competitive and will represent qood value to the consumer. 

The successful  companies of today must be market oriented.    The 

demand in the market place is such that it is becominq more and more 

difficult to sell purely what you can make.    Today you must make what you 

can sell.    Whatever segment of the shoe market you are aimino  for, whether 

it be women's casual, women's dress, men's work, men's dress,  or children's 

shoes, the research must be done systematically,  Intelliqently, and with 

great attention to detail. 

An appreciation that footwear is purely an accessory to the ready-to- 

wear business 1s very Important.    Style trends of the shoes should be 

directed towards complimentino the clothinq which one anticipates will be 

in voque at the time that your product reaches the market place.    Information 

can be obtained by qolnq to shoe centres such as Florence, London, Paris, 

by attending trade shows, and by keepinq up to date with the various 

clothinq and shoe magazines that are available. 

From this one can decide on: 

1. The type of designs that will be needed, whether they will be tie 

shoes or slip-ons, and whether they will  have \/ery heavy or very little 

ornamentation. 

2. Indications on what colors and textures of materials are needed 

to compliment clothing (such as whether suede or smooth type finishes are 

important). 
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3. Trends as far as last expression, whether the toes of the shoes 

should be broad, round, square, slim, or pointed, or whether heels should 

be slim, thick,  low or h1qh. 

4. What sole treatments to use. 

After the above considerations have been established, one should then - 

on the assumption that you are selling to an overseas market - look at the 

market from the point of view of the last Itself.    Fit is extremely 

important, and therefore you must have the riqht last for a specific 

market.    The foot changes quite dramatically from one hemisphere to the 

other.    For example, the foot of the North American 1s long and slim, whereas 

the European foot has a tendency to be shorter and broader than its North 

American counterpart.    Another differential  1s slzinq.    It might be Paris 

Point, English, or American sizes.    If you are selling to the U.S. market, 

you will most probably have to supply your shoes 1n various fitti nos or 

widths. 

Therefore, last selection 1s extremely Important, and my advice 1s to 

go to one of the last makers within the specific country and qet them to 

recommend the last that you should use. 

Construction obviously has to be one that you are capable of producing, 

but flexibility of manufacturing 1s Important, and one should be prepared 

to change methods to suit the demand of the market place.    For example, in 

the men's dress shoe field, although the consumption generally for welted 

type shoes has decreased, the fact that this 1s a labor Intensive production 

method means that there are attractive opportunities for this construction 
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1n the markets of the developed countries.    Certainly the most dramatic 

construction method change that has taken place has been that of unit soles, 

and this is one area that I have paid extra attention to in this paper. 

The cost of the product, of course, is of the utmost importance and 

one should know the appropriate price level 1n order to be competitive 

within a given market. 

And finally, a delivery date must be established which 1s acceptable 

to both the purchaser and your organization. 

II.    LAST SELECTION AND DEVELOPMENT 

The design of the lasts, which is the form    around which a shoe 1s 

made, 1s the first requirement.    These normally are made of a plastic 

material and are made from the beginning with several requirements being 

Incorporated basically toward the fit properties.    The Individual toe shape 

and heel height 1s varied to provide the necessary style that would be 

required 1n the Market.    Figure 1 shows the basic change required to raise 

or lower the heel height. 

The basic fit of a shoe is determined by the volume around the instep 

area of the foot and by length.    The area from the ball joint forward 1s 

used for two purposes only; one being to allow ample toe room, the other 

to display the fashion characteristic of the product.    The Importance of 

a correct fitting last cannot be over-emphasized, and it is very advisable 

to make and foot-f1t shoes under close scrutiny before approving the 

master model last.    In some cases, 1t may be necessary to modify the desired 



last character slightly to insure good fitting properties, for no matter 

how good the style appeal is, unless it is comfortable to wear, the sales 

potential will be minimized. 

Remember that the last represents the master from which you work 

and these can vary from one to another. You should, therefore, set up a 

system for checking the lasts upon receipt against the master model. 

III. PRODUCT DESIGN 

To determine the particular styles of shoes to go on the last requires 

the same basic process as determining the last Itself. The consumer, not 

wanting to repeat forever what style shoes he wears, demands style changes 

from season to season. These fashion trends come about because of ready- 

to-wear fashion changes and tend to repeat themselves throughout the years. 

We go through periods of time where tie-type shoes are In vogue and the 

consumer, after having had tie shoes for some period of time, begins to seek 

out something else - perhaps shoes with metal ornament trim, or sl1p-ons, 

or other types. 

At the same time the consumer may evolve from high heels to low heels 

or vice versa. To determine the gradual change 1n consumer demands, the 

world market must be looked at because trends become contageous from one 

country to another (although perhaps on a somewhat different time cycle). 

To be up to date on future style direction on shoes demands that a 

great deal of time be spent 1n the market place attendinq trade shows, 

studying retail trends, and reading the various trade and fashion publica- 

tions. 
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It must be pointed out that only trends are determined by this 

explanation, and the specific deslon of a shoe is then determined by the 

desiqn people in a particular company. They all "do their own thinq" in 

this regard. 

Remember when desi ini ng f» line of shors to always develop groups of 

shoes with three or four desians developed on the same theme and usino 

the same material. Avoid, if possible, developing just one shoe. 

IV. MATERIAL SELECTION 

Now that we have the last and design trend Input, it is time to decide 

upon the components which make up the shoe. These will include leather and 

lining materials in specific colors, texture, and deslon, the type of 

bottom construction, and the design and type of material for the sole 

and heels. 

Leather tanneries must avail themselves of what, colors and styles of 

read  -'o-wear arc being programmed and then coordinate the textures and 

colors of their leathers accordingly. They qo throuoh the same exploratory 

process that is oenerally done to determine the particular shoe fashion 

trend. Almost all of our important information in this area comes from the 

leather tanner. 

The outsole and heel is largely determined by what type of shoes your 

particular company will be making. There still 1s an eye toward the 

market as to whether to make heels and soles bold and heavy or to make a 

lighter looking bottom. 



Currently on the market today a great amount of shoes are made with 

unit soles, which are made fron, either rubber, PVC or urethane base 

material.    Two distinct advantages for unit soles are flexibility in 

design, and lower cost, which 1s Important In determining a retail price 

range for the product. 

There are some styles, however, that demand a separate sole and heel 

which, while costing on the average a little more money, are neces.sary m 

order to prevent a look alike condition across the entire product Une. 

As I m sure you realize, it 1s necessary to go to the market place 

with a variety of shoe styles and lasts, as one shoe In one color on one 

last would not bring 1n enough sales volume to maintain a sound economical 

company.   A casual look at any shoe department will certainly Illustrate 

the extreme style rang« on the market at any particular time. 

It might be pointed out that In the collection of the various 

components, the one that 1s possibly the most Important to the consumer 

woJld be the type and color of material used In the upper portion of . 

shoe.    It bears repeating that footwear Is an accessory to ready-to-wear, 

and thus the color and texture coordination toward the ready-to-wear 1s of 

extreme Importance. 

V.    PATTERN DEVELOPMENT 

Plans now require that manufacturing techniques be considered and 

detailed.   Having gone through the first three steps as outlined, we are 

now ready with the Ideas and material» to physically construct the product. 
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The designer's rough drawing or sketch, perhips a picture of another 

shoe or even a purchased shoe Itself, 1s normally the starting point.    In 

using a picture or even a shoe, 1n all probability only one small part 

of that particular Item might be what the designer wants, the rest of the 

shoe being different In some degree,    (e.g. a different upper material, 

a different sole, heel, or perhaps a new last.) 

For each prototype last that 1s selected the pattern designer first 

develops a last draft.    Figure II which 1s a flattened outline of the 

last itself. 

The second step Is to establish a shell layout to this particular 

lift draft. Figure III.    This master blue print that we call the shell 1s 

the detailed outline of a given shoe.    This 1s done to establish the basic 

fit characteristic of the last and also to be used as a guide or base 

outline to work from for subsequent style development.    Normally one would 

use a bask pump or sl1p-on style as these require the more exacting fit 

characteristic. 

While we end up w<th a three-dimensional product, 1t 1s necessary to 

blue print the upper portion of the shoe on a flat plane.    This Is necessary 

because we are working with animal hides or materials which only come 1n 

i flattened condition and must then be conformed to the three-dimensional 

aspect by being applied over the last. 

When detailing this blue print, the manufacturing procedure 1s started. 

As the shell 1s the master blue print, It does contain a great deal of 

Information.   Figure IV.    It must detail the particular shape of the 



shoe, what ornaments will be used, if any, how It will tie, and how it 

will  look and fit. 

This first shell is then dissected to provide all the patterns 

required on that particular shoe, including and Identifying the inside 

lining as well as the upper patterns. 

Th«re are many necessary regulations required 1n making a shell 

which will provide the proper amount of materials and the proper positions, 

so that when assembled over the last they will provide the required adequate 

fit and will also provide Unes of the styles in the proper position.   These 

will be areas of compromise between the designer and the technical pattern 

maker when laying out the shell, for 1t is the pattern maker's responsibility 

to 1n$urt that the shoe style requested 1s functional, fits the foot well 

with comfort, and can be manufactured under the processes available at the 

minimum cost, and yet will result In a product with the style appearance 

required. 

Onct these patterns are all made, a detail sheet, Figure V, 1s then 

originated which contains Information concerning all the components required 

to make the shoe.   The heels, soles, upper material, lining material, and 

so forth are collected. 

The upper materials are cut using the patterns as the guide.   The 

botto» structure, which Includes Insoles, outsoles, heels, will be cut as 

necessary or supplied 1n the finished state.   Normally, a heel 1s provided 

fro» a heel making company.   Some soles are provided (is'in the case of 

unit soles fro» a sole »iking company), while other soles are constructed 

from component material. 
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Thes, Items are then assembled giving us one style of upper on one 

style of last 1n one color and one size. 

After tt has been determined that the style and the fit are both 

satisfactory, the shoe is ready to be presented for possible adoption to 

the product line.   This particular node, process 1s repeated over and o»er 

•g**- until enough styles are provided to enable the sales division to 

select a ii„ „, shoes that w,H cover .1, the trend areas as required 

for their particular company.   This could mean 5. 10. 50. or 100 patterns 

The adoption meeting starts the cycle of a particular shoe Into the 

manufacturing units.   All the models that are adopted must first be 

detened for that variety of color and materia! that „ch particular shoe 

«111 demand.   Al, of the various styles and co,„rs „1,1 carry an Individua, 

•«.ntlfymo stock number.   A„ of the materia, and trim requlrenents are 

P.ssed to the purchasing people to obtain from outside suppliers the 

necessary quantity to manufacture samples to be carried by the salesmen 

»11. the component materials are b,1„g obtained, the patterns are mad, 

- then sent out to die making companies to have steel cutting dies pro- 

vided.   These st«, cutting dies are used to cut the various component 

materials 1n the manufacturing units. 

As soon as the sample equipment Is provided the next step m ,n„„„r- 

1ng . Particular shoe 1s flt-cneckm, various sizes.   Up unti, this point 

w. h.v. been working with on, size of shoe only.    Now It Is necessary to 

•»ve this on, size graded up and down so patterns are available to make 

«I. variety of sizes.   T re then sent to the manufacturing unit where 
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they will make finished shoes, which will then be tried on the model 

feet. 

To make sure the particular style 1s not distorted through the various 

size runs, we would change the grading requirements to correct whatever 

problem 1s apparent.    It Is Important that all sizes look 1n proportion 

to one another. 

The various trial size runs are used also to give the manufacturing 

units assurance that the various sizes can be produced at the proper 

allowances as required for their purposes.    This 1s the final look that 

the manufacturing unit will have at the shoes from the standpoint of having 

any changes or Improvements made prior to their receivlna the equipment 

for bulk production. 

Both manufacturing and Industrial engineering will study the shoes 

In great detail in order to insure that the product is made as efficiently 

as possible and still maintains the required standards of quality and 

appearance.    This 1s an In-depth study.   Each operation required to make 

the shoe is gone over from the s,ery first to the last.    The hope of any 

new shoe 1s that 1t will be made on a volume basis and one or two cents 

saved per pair would substantially decrease the cost and make the product 

more competitive 1n the market place. 

VI.    CUTTING DIES 

The buying of dies and special equipment required should be analyzed 

and weighed against labor cost saving. The type of cutting dies required 

will vary according to volume being scheduled into the plant.    Cheaper, 
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lighter dies can be bought for short run styles, and more expensive 

sophisticated die equipment for bin volume work, or  lonoer basic style 

runs. 

The necessary steel die cuttinn equipment is expensive to purchase, 

and a great deal of money would be wasted if it were discovered after 

starting production that further changes would be required.    To have 

several thousands of pairs perhaps cut and fitted together and then discover 

that they could not be presented to the  last properly would mean that qreat 

expense has already been incurred.    This would come about by the value 

of the material as well as the labor charges used to get the shoes to that 

point 1n the production line. 

VII.    FITTING TRIALS 

It is essential  to insure proper fit of all sizes.    As the shoes are 

put on the various feet, they are looked at very closely from both a pattern 

and last standpoint.    If it is a new last pattern, attention is paid to 

how the foot fits in the shoe, checking very closely for proper fit throunh- 

out the general Instep area and around the heel.    It 1s necessary to note 

that the shoe 1s not too tight to be comfortable nor so large that it will 

slip. 

This same check for proper fit is made around the toe area.    In the 

case of a slip-on pattern, special attention should be given to the entry 

properties.    In checking a tie-type pattern, the width of the lacing should 

be watched very closely in order to be sure that the shoe will tie on the 

foot with the proper opening and still  look attractive. 
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In all types of shoes, but especially in women's hiqh heels, the 

tread properties of the heel are checked. Fiqure VI. To feri correct and 

comfortable, the heel must be made at a height that is compatible with 

the particular last involved. It also must have an anole relation between 

the last and the floor In order to prevent an incorrect angle of the heel 

up from the floor. The best fitting heel would remain slightly off the 

floor at the back. 

While this checking procedure is beino carried out, c^nse attention 

should also be paid to the various angles and sweeps of the upper portion. 

Any corrections or changes to further finess the design or improve the fit 

properties are made at this time. 

The importance of the fit trial procedure cannot be over-emphasized, 

and because of this a set procedure should be established. A group of 

people representing typical t^et sizes should be identified. Ideally, they 

can be found within your own organization but, more important, they should 

be individuals capable of being consistent in their observations and must 

be willing to tell you not what you want to hear about the fit but tell you 

exactly how it feels. Try to do this fitting towards the end of the day 

at a specific time. Remember the foot swells a little during the course 

of the day and, therefore, what could be right at 9:00 a.m. would be too 

tight at 4:00 p.m. 

Note that companies who gain a reputation for a good fitting shoe do 

not achieve this by accident. It 1s because they are thorough in last 

selection, exacting in their fitting procedures, and then keep on record 
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all of the information that they obtain on each specific last and pattern. 

This is their bible, historical facts that are referred to whenever a new 

last or a new design 1s to be used.   This historical information on lasts 

1s then used to create a set of standards for the area of the last which 

is always constant, the area from the ball joint to the heel.    So, therefore, 
r 

all lasts ordered would be with their specific standard back characteristics, 
I 

with the forepart representing today's fashion. 

VIII. COST 

After the above items are accomplished, we approach the Important 

area of determining the cost of the shoe.    Figure VII.   This Includes cost 

of the equipment and the machinery necessary to produce 1t, the cost of 

the component materials, and the labor cost necessary to put it all 

together.    Before putting any particular shoe in the Une, cost must be 

obtained 1n order to provide a wholesale and retail price ranqe.    The prices 

established on a shoe must provide for a profit for the manufacturer, as 

you can understand, but yet must arrive at the market place at a competitive 

level. 

IX. UNIT SOLES 

As I previously mentioned the most dramatic construction change of 

recent years has been that of the unit sole system.   There are a number 

of reasons for this.   After the Introduction of the direct vulcanizing 

and PVC Injection process, It became very evident that the direct system 

of attachment was not only expensive because of machine and mould cost 

I 
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but a very Inflexible system as far as design was concerned. Small 

organizations could not afford the capital Investment and even for larger 

organizations it was difficult to justify mould costs unless a very 

large volume of sales was achieved. 

Companies wanted the benefits of this system in terms of labor 

savings and fashion trends and yet they could only use small runs 1n 

specific styles. Therefore, today most organizations are using the 

services of companies who specialize In the products of unit soles. 

One further development 1n this area - one which I recommend people 

to use - is to go to the companies who not only produce lasts but also 

produce a series of unit soles to fit these lasts (so that, in fact, you 

buy a package comprising of lasts, Insole paper patterns, and unit soles 

which does assure you of the unit sole fitting the last you are going to 

use). 

Because this process 1s a recent development it 1s very necessary to 

cover it in greater technical detail than the other areas in this paper. 

I. Design Specifications, Figure VIII 

A.    CjsroiMtJterqJjis 

Cement margins on all unit soles should have a minimum of 1/2" 

1n all bonding areas.    The bonding area at the toe should be 

extended to a minimum of 9/16" to give the greatest possible 

bonding surface in this area. 
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B. Contour of Cement Margin 

The contour of the cement margin should follow the contour of the 

lasted upper for which the sole 1s designed. Where there is a 

side wall or Imitation welt on the sole, the arc oolng from the 

cement margin to the side wall is critical and should be held to 

the contour of the lasted upper. This contour will be determined 

by the sole design, but can be altered by the cutter used for 

roughing the sole when applicable. 

C. Shank Location 

All molded soles should have a shank area recess in them to allow 

the sole to fit tight to the shoe upper without excessive shank 

bridging.    In some unit soles, 1t is possible to have the shank 

molded into the sole itself. 

D. Sole Extensions 

No unit sole should extend farther from the shoe than 3/16" 1f the 

soles are to be attached to the upper with adheslves.    In wear, 

extensions exceeding 3/16" cause excessive stress on bonding footwear. 

2.   Materials 

There are several materials available for molding unit soles, such as 

Poly-V1nyl-Chloride, synthetic rubber compounds, Kraton, and urethane 

materials 

A.    Poly-vinyl-chloride Materials 

1.    PVC materials are probably the most common used for unit soles. 

There has been some problem with cold cracking and plastidzer 
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migration with some of the earlier compounds. However, these 

have been corrected in the better grades of PVC. 

?. PVC materials are rather difficult to rough in preparation for 

cementing, as they tend to melt and gum up and not give a 

uniform bonding surface. Therefore, in preparation for cement- 

ing, many companies use a wash such as MEK to clean the bondlnq 

area. 

3. This compound must be cemented with a urethane adhesive which 

will not be attacked by the plast1dz1ng oils in the compound. 

Synthetic Rubbers 

1. There are a great number of compounds of various synthetic 

rubber materials that are used 1n unit soles. Most of these 

lend themselves to roughing very well and this is the most 

common method of preparing the soles for cementing. 

2. Generally, these compounds are cemented with a neoprene adhesive 

as they give better bond strengths than a urethane adhesive, and 

there are not as much plastldzing oils present to soften the 

neoprene adhesive. 

3. Some of these synthetic rubber compounds lend themselves to a 

chlorinatlon process and then a urethane adhesive. This depends 

on the particular compound and has to be tested for each compound 

before a method 1s adopted. 

Kraton 

1. Kraton Is a specialized synthetic rubber compound designed for 

unit soles. 
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2. This material must be chlorinated before 1t can be bonded. 

The best procedure for this 1s to have the sole dipped 1n an 

aqualous chlorinating solution Immediately after the sole Is 

removed from the mould. The urethane adhesive can then be 

applied and bonded to this material. 

D. Urethane Compounds 

1. There are two classes of urethane compounds; one being a 

Hg1d and the other being a flexible material. The rigid 1s 

used primarily In clogs and heavy wedge platform type soles. 

The flexible material 1s used 1n more conventional unit soles. 

2. Both of these materials can generally be roughed 1n preparation 

for cementing with a urethane adhesive. 

3. Bonding Procedures For Unit Sole 

A. Sole Preparation 

1. Preparation of a sole depends on the compound used. There are 

two acceptable procedures for unit soles; one roughing and two 

washing. 

2. Rouahlng 1s generally accomplished with a grit stone or wire 

brush. These are various machines available which will follow 

the contours and shapes of the unit soles. 

3. Washing 1s generally done with a good degreaslng solvent and 

also one that will attack the particular sole. With compounds 

such as Methyl Ethyl Ketone for Poly-Vinyl-Chloride compounds, It 

1s essential that the complete bonding area be thoroughly 

cleaned 1n preparation for cementing. 
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B. Cementinq 

1. Urethane adheslves are used on all PVC materials and on any 

soling compound which has been chlorinated. There are machines 

available which will cement only the bondlnq margin or this 

can be done by hand with a brush. The proper amount of adhesive 

must be applied and this has to be determined by the particular 

compound; as some adheslves will absorb Into some compounds more 

than others. There must be an adequate amount of adhesive solids 

remaining on the surface but not a puddling of the adhesive. 

2. Neoprene adheslves are generally used on rubber compounds. Again, 

these can be applied either by machine or by hand with a brush. 

An even coat of adhesive Is essential and again too little or 

too much adhesive can cause bonding problems. 

Drying 

1. A minimum «1r drying time of li, hours after the sole 1s cemented 

ind before It Is activated 1s necessary. Neoprene cements will 

generally dry faster than the urethan« adheslves. The maximum 

drying tin« Is generally held to three days. However, some 

adheslves can be activated after a considerably longer time. If 

the adhesive Is not sufficiently dried, the cement will separate 

after the sole 1s pressed to the shoe, especially In hlqh stress 

areas; such as the arch area. If the adhesive has been dried 

too long. It can not be activated and simply will not adhere to 

the cemented upper. 

2. Force drying can be used with either neoprene or urethane 

adhäsives. However, «ore rapid drying can be accomplished with 
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the neoprene adhesive than urethanes. The best method for 

forced drying 1s a warm air circulation of approximately 130°F. 

If the cement surfaces art exposed to the warm air circulation 

for approximately eight minutes and a cooling time of approxi- 

mately twenty minutes a drylnq equivalent to H2 hours air drylnq 

1s achieved. With some urethane adheslves an additional 15 

minutes cooHnq time 1s necessary. 

D. Activation 

Activation 1s extremely critical 1n sole attaching. Both the sole 

and the upper are heated to activate the adhesive to obtain the 

proper spotting tack. If the adhesive 1s under-activated, you will 

not have a uniform bond of the sole to the upper. If the adhesive 

1s over-activated, this can allow the adhesive to stretch open 1n 

h1qh stress areas. Neoprene adheslves 1n general are activated 1n 

a temperature range of 120°- 145°F. These adheslves give very qood 

spotting tack and irt easier to activate than urethane adheslves. 

Urethane adheslves en  generally activated from 110°- 130°F. 

E. Pressure 

It 1s essential that the two bonding surfaces make qood contact 

in order to obtain proper bond. The unit sole must, be properly fit 

to the pad of the press to make sure that proper pressure 1s applied 

to all areas of the sole. On conventional hard pad sole presses, 

pressure used 1s fro» 100 - 175 PSI, depending on the design of the 

sole and the compound used. On the sole press which uses an air 

bag to apply uniform pressure to the sole, the pressure 1s generally 

set at 30 - 50 PSI. 
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Bonding Procedures for Uppers 

A. Roughing 

1. Uniform flat and properly roughed bottoms are essential in 

any good bonding procedure. Any pleats or wrinkles formed at 

the toes and heels must be pounded flat with a coarse roughing 

stone before roughing with the wire wheel. Leather uppers are 

generally roughed with a medi un wire-filled power brush. For 

some leathers, such as medium weight calf or kid leather, a coarse 

wire-filled brush 1s recommended. A properly roughed upper should 

have the grain layer completely removed and the smooth surface 

txposed, as the grain layer 1s not \tery  firmly attached to the 

leather. If just the finish 1s removed and not the grain layer, 

this grain layer will then strip away from the remaining leather 

at a rather low strength. 

2. For most synthetic upper materials, such as vinyls, fabric 

suedes, or cotton flock, a short trim, fine wire-filled power 

brush 1s recommended for roughing. For some vinyl coated fabrics, 

a nylor, brush can be used for roughing. In roughing synthetic 

•seriáis, it Is generally recommended to remove the synthetic 

vinyl or surface material to expose the substralt or backing 

material. Most synthetic upper materials are more difficult to 

prepare properly than leather uppers, as It 1s very easy to rough 

completely through the material leaving no bonding margin 
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B.    Cementing 

1.    Leather uppers are qenerally cemented with neoprene adheslves. 

However, 1f á vinyl PVC or chlorinated unit sole 1s to be 

attached, a urethane adhesive must be used.   The adheslves should 

be applied to give proper penetration and still leave an adequate 

coat of solids remaining on the surface.   This can be done by 

using two coats of adhesive; the first coat being rather thin 

and penetrates Into the leather, after which a second coat of 

heavier adhesive is applied to give the necessary surface.    An 

alternate procedure can be to use a single coat of a rather high 

sol Ids content adhesive with a somewhat slower solvent system, 

which will give penetration and adequate solids remaining on the 

surface.    As leathers vary considerably 1n their firmness, both 

of these procedures may be needed, depending on the quality of the 

leathers being used. 

2.   Synthetic upper materials, in general, use urethane adhesives. 

A single coat is usually adequate, as the adhesive does not soak 

Into the substralt as much as 1t does in natural leathers, but 

requires more of a chemical adhesion to the material.    A uniform 

coat of adhesive 1s essential, as too little will leave dry or 

Inadequate bonds and too much adhesive can form leggina bonds 

especially in high stress areas. 

C.   Drying 

1. In general, neoprene adheslves can be air-dried 1n one hour. 

Urethane adhesives should be allowed to dry l»i hours. A forced 
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drying system similar to the one used for unit soles will also 

apply to cemented uppers. 

5.    Testing 

A. Neoprene adheslves give very good Immediate bond and can be tested 

one hour after the sole has been laid. Pull tests made with these 

shoes generally should give a rupture of either the soling material 

or the upper material. For men's semi-dress or dress shoes, a 

minimum value of 45 pounds 1s an acceptable standard. On men's work 

shoes, generally, this 1s increased to a minimum of 60 pounds and on 

women's shoes a value of approximately 25 pounds is acceptable. 

B. Urethane adheslves generally have a lower initial bond than neoprene 

adheslves and should set for a minimum of 24 hours before pull tests 

are made. However, bonds can be checked within a hour, realizing 

that the bond has not fully cured and will have only about 80* of 

its final strength. Again, the final strength of the bond should 

be a rupture of either the soling or upper materials, with the same 

standards as given for neoprene adheslves. 

The major problem with the unit sole construction method 1s sole bond 

failure. Nothing Is more expensive or harmful to a company's reputation than 

having shoes returned because of the sole not adhering to the uppers. There- 

fore, I cannot overstress the Importance of establishing 1n factory procedures 

which will Insure the proper bond adhesive qualities for each pair produced. 

Thon, of course, 1t Is necessary to enforce the strictest of discipline to 

Insure that those procedures art exactly followed. 
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Conclusion 

The subjects for this paper were too extensive to cover 1n great 

technical detail.    What has been attempted 1s to explain how an Idea or 

design Is taken, and then go through the steps 1n order to turn 1t Into 

a finished saleable product. 

This requires a great deal of coordination, Involving not only 

people within an organization such as marketing, designing, pattern 

cutting, manufacturing, costing and material purchasing, but 1n addition 

the Involvement of outside suppliers such as last makers, tanners, unit 

sole producers, etc.    Therefore, 11 1s recommended to develop and strictly 

adhere to a corporate planning calendar.    See Figures IX and X.    This 

Insures that everyone 1s aware of the overall development program and can 

gear their areas of responsibilities to meeting the required schedule. 

Successful companies don't just happen, they come about by havinn a 

group of dedicated people who work to a planned program. 

Remember -- 

1. Companies must be market oriented, not production oriented. 

2. The only way to develop the right product 1s to be aware of what 

is happening in the market place. 

3. Shoes are purely an accessory to the ready-to-wear business. 

4. There are only a few orlqinal designers in the world, the majority 

take Ideas - designs from either other shoes or sketches.    When you know 

that a specific style is successful and you are going to copy it, make sure 

you do 1t exactly stitch for stitch.   Many good products have failed in the 
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market place because some designer thought that he could Improve an already 

proven saleable design. 

5.   There are opportunities for the organization who can deliver the 

right product at the right tine at the right price and of the right quality. 

¡Ü" wÜÜI î0*?0?!*?9?8 h!]p 9íVen 1n P»W«t1on of this paper to 
Mr- J°aVrineG0^îdt1Sidr.Cînc:fSldent * *""* »-* ' «•<«^> 
St' ÏÏïSSl ¡T ¡ft!!!9, raíUr? **»**"* Minger, Wolverine World Wide, Inc. 
wr. George H. Nelson, Laboratory Supervisor, Wolverine World Wide, Inc. 
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